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Introduction

It’s more than 150 years since the V&A’s
founding director, Sir Henry Cole, sent
the world’s first Christmas card in 1843.
Since then, the museum has become
a destination for original, inspired gifts
and artisanal crafts that will suit even
the fussiest friend. It’s also a great spot
to pick up a Christmas card!
This year, we’ve drawn on our own
collections to create new and unique
products, as well as scouring the
globe for beautiful, innovative and
handcrafted gifts.
Design classics sit alongside breakthrough
pieces by new and upcoming designers,
all distinguished by the quality of their
workmanship. Importantly, every purchase
supports the museum and its collections.
Our Christmas shop has an eclectic range
of gifts that surprise and charm. Culture
enthusiasts will be thrilled with a V&A
Membership which grants them a whole
year of unlimited free entry to all our
exhibitions, access to our new Members’
Room and a host of other exclusive
benefits, including 10% off in the shop
and online.
Design connoisseurs will also find a
specialist collection of books on all
aspects of the designed world including
photography, architecture, fashion,
graphics, jewellery, sculpture, textiles
and more. The V&A also has its own
publishing range, which features 150
fabulously illustrated books on the V&A’s
exhibitions, collections and research.
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Christmas Decorations

Exclusive

Exclusive

Felt yeti decoration / £12

Regal frog decoration / £3.50

London telephone box decoration / £5

Top hat penguin decoration / £5

Felt artistic bear decoration / £10

Badger in a jumper decoration / £7.50

Brussel sprout crackers / £36

Santa scooter decoration / £15

Felt mistletoe wreath / £35
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Christmas Decorations

Felt garland / £18.50

Embroidered monkey decoration / £12.50

Felt skull decorations / £12

Embroidered bauble decoration / £12

Felt Llama topper/ £12

Parrot topper / £40

Pinata decoration / £7.50

Embroidered tiger decoration / £12.50
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Kids

Exclusive

Exclusive

Felt koala wall decoration / £35

Very Merry Christmas Colouring postcards / £9.99

Noah’s Ark coloured pencils / £4.50

London bus zoo print / £25

Rainbow Pompom bird / £22

How to Fly Like an Elephant softback / £6.99

Quilted elephant / £30

The Jungle Book hardback / £9.99

Richie by Donna Wilson / £55

DIOR BY DIOR

US $14.95
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£10 & Under

Christian Dior rocketed to fame with his
first collection in 1947 when the ‘New Look’
took the world by storm. This charming and
modest autobiography gives a fascinating and
detailed insight into the workings of a great
fashion house, while revealing the private man
behind the high-profile establishment. It is
also a unique portrait of the classic Paris haute
couture of the 1950s and offers a rare glimpse
behind the scenes. Dior details his childhood
in Granville, the family and friends closest
to him, his most difficult years and sudden
success, as well as his sources of inspiration and
creative processes.

Christian Dior

9.99

V&A Shop

CAN $18.95

ISBN 978-1-85177-978-9

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF CHRISTIAN DIOR

781851 779789
vam.ac.uk

Exclusive

Exclusive

Exclusive

Exclusive

Dior by Dior softback / £9.99

Brussel sprouts chocolates / £6

Hot chocolate tin / £10

Jim the dog decoration / £8.50

Edward Lear alphabet mugs / £10 (each)

A Christmas Carol hardback / £9.99

Ballet Cabbage costume enamel pin / £8.50

Bamboo bicycle socks / £7

Voysey bird clothes pegs / £10
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£25 & Under

Exclusive

Heritage Patterns
and Colours

Checked gloves / £22.50

Leather butterfly keyring / £15

V&A Photography Centre: 50 postcards / £14.95

Cat stud earrings by Rosita Bonita / £15

Ceramic fox money box / £25

William Morris decoration / £13.50

Spectrum hardback / £24.95

Pom-pom beanie / £25
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£50 & Under

Bee brooch by Annie Sherburne / £30

Porcelain robin necklace by And Mary / £30

Graphic geometric scarf / £45

Netsuke fish embroidery kit by Becky Hogg / £50

Triangle stud earrings
by Beloved Beadwork / £35

Lucky cat cushion / £50

Exclusive

Decorative beetle box by Miho Unexpected / £50

Larkspur Morris birch wood tray / £35
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£100 & Under

Exclusive

Triangle necklace
by Beloved Beadwork / £90
Wool fedora hat / £60
Mount Fuji throw / £95

Leopard rug / £95
Chrysoprase ring by Auren / £90

Clamp dye silk scarf / £85
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£250 & Under

Exclusive

Exclusive

Exclusive

Exclusive

Exclusive

Mantua dress x-ray print
by Nick Veasey / £145

Morello Cherry brooch
by Michael Michaud / £160

Organic silk block printed scarf
by Aeshanne / £115

Silicon and onyx bead necklace
by Samuel Coraux / £200

Kantha stitch jacket / £245

Multi fern chain necklace
by Sarah Cavender / £165

Henry Cole & The Great Exhibition print
by Kristjana S Williams / £175

Ikat shirt dress
by Shirt Story / £195
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Christmas Cards

Snow scene in the garden of a Daimyo
pack of 6 cards, large / £4.50

Dressed for Christmas
pack of 6 cards, large / £4.50

The Holly’s Up, The House is Bright
pack of 6 cards, large / £4.50

Pudding Boy
pack of 8 cards / £5

L’Hiver fashion plate
pack of 8 cards / £5

The Nativity
pack of 8 cards / £5

Jolly Santa
pack of 8 cards / £5

Christmas Window
pack of 8 cards / £5

Any offers?
pack of 8 cards / £5
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Publishing

FROM A TO BIBA

‘Wonderful autobiography…
really inspiring’
Guardian

Barbara Hulanicki

Barbara Hulanicki tells the story of the rise
and fall of the tiny, energetic boutique that
grew into a vast emporium and epitomised
Swinging London. The Biba store was to
become an icon of hip ‘60s and ‘70s London
and a hangout for artists, film stars and rock
musicians, including the Rolling Stones,
David Bowie, Twiggy, Brigitte Bardot and
Marianne Faithfull. But in the early 1970s
Hulanicki and her husband Stephen FitzSimon lost control after a series of bitter
boardroom struggles and for Barbara, Biba
was lost. This lively autobiography evokes the
adventurous spirit of the 1960s and describes
an extraordinary life with clarity and wit.

Original drawing by Beatriz Lostalé,
depicting light brown jersey dress, with dark
brown stripe, by Biba, 1973 (V&A: t.120–2011)
Beatriz Lostalé is a Spanish illustrator
and printmaker. In 2017, she was named
Student Illustrator of the Year at the
V&A Illustration Awards.

UK £9.99

US $14.95

CAN $18.95

ISBN 978-1-85177-963-5

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF BARBARA HULANICKI

9 781851 779635
vam.ac.uk

Edited by Philip

THE
STORY
OF
SCOTTISH
DESIGN

Long and Joanna Norman

This fascinating chronological survey of Scottish design history from
1500 to present day covers a broad range of design disciplines, from
furniture to fashion, engineering to digital design, and urban planning to
renewable technology. Figures such as Robert Adam, Thomas Telford,
Charles Rennie Mackintosh, Christopher Dresser and Holly Fulton are
testament to Scotland’s role as a major player in the story of design.

THE STORY OF SCOTTISH DESIGN

Scotland has consistently punched above its weight in the field of design.
Throughout the modern age, Scotland’s highly original and pioneering
designers have played a key role on the international stage.

THE
STORY
OF
SCOTTISH
DESIGN
Edited by

Philip Long and Joanna Norman

www.thamesandhudson.com £24.95

V&A Photography Library

QUANT BY QUANT

JOURNEY
SPLATOON
LEAGUE OF LEGENDS Originally published in 1966, Quant by Quant
is the hugely entertaining story of Mary
HIT ME!
Quant’s early career and life with husband and
BLOODBORNE
business partner Alexander Plunket Greene.
A SERIES OF GUNSHOTS
After opening the groundbreaking Bazaar
REALTIME ART MANIFESTO
boutique on the King’s Road in 1955, Quant
KENTUCKY ROUTE ZERO
soared to international fame with her brand of
THE LAST OF US
witty fashion style which fitted perfectly with
MAFIA III
modern life about town. Just as her signature
CONSUME ME
styles have become synonymous with the
HOW DO YOU DO IT?
Pop culture of the Swinging Sixties, her joyful,
RINSE AND REPEAT
evocative autobiography captures the world in
OVERWATCH
which she found inspiration – and which she
MINECRAFT
ultimately helped to define and change.
NO MAN’S SKY

Mary Quant
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MARY QUANT

US $14.95

CAN $18.95

UK £25.00

US $40.00

CAN $50.00

ISBN 978-1-85177-940-6
ISBN
978-1-85177-940-6

BN 978-1-85177-958-1

9 781851 779406

81851 779581

vam.ac.uk

Martin Barnes

vam.ac.uk
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Constable’s Skies hardback / £14.95

David Bowie Is hardback / £35

From A to Biba paperback / £9.99

The Little Dictionary of Fashion hardback / £9.99

Frida Kahlo hardback / £35
(V&A special price of £30)

The Story of Scottish Design hardback / £24.95

Quant by Quant paperback / £9.99

Video Games paperback / £25
(V&A special price of £20)

Cameraless Photography hardback / £24.95
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Diaries & Calendars

Exclusive

Exclusive

Exclusive

Exclusive

Exclusive

Exclusive

Desk diary / £10.99

Edward Bawden gardening diary / £10

Eric Ravilious diary / £10

Arts & Crafts calendar / £10

William Kilburn calendar / £10

Fashion illustrations calendar / £10

Nick Veasey calendar / £10

Recording Britain calendar / £10

Japanese prints calendar / £10

